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Abstract
In this era of multimedia dominance, the surge of multimodal content on social media has transformed our methods
of communication and information exchange. With the widespread use of multimedia content, the ability to
effectively summarize this multimodal content is crucial for enhancing consumption, searchability, and retrieval.
The scarcity of such training datasets has been a barrier to research in this area, especially for low-resource
languages like Urdu. To address this gap, this paper introduces “UrduMASD”, a video-based Urdu multimodal
abstractive text summarization dataset. The dataset contains 15, 374 collections of videos, audio, titles, transcripts,
and corresponding text summaries. To ensure the quality of the dataset, intrinsic evaluation metrics such as
Abstractivity, Compression, Redundancy, and Semantic coherence have been employed. It was observed that our
dataset surpasses existing datasets on numerous key quality metrics. Additionally, we present baseline results
achieved using both text-based and state-of-the-art multimodal summarization models. On adding visual informa-
tion, an improvement of 2.6% was observed in the ROUGE scores, highlighting the efficacy of utilizing multimodal
inputs for summarization. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first dataset in Urdu that provides video-based
multimodal data for abstractive text summarization, making it a valuable resource for advancing research in this field.
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1. Introduction

The advent of multimedia content has transformed
the way we consume and share information in the
modern era. Videos, images, and audio record-
ings have emerged as popular mediums through
which individuals convey their ideas across various
online platforms. The rise of multimedia content
has enabled people to create more engaging and
interactive content, utilizing different modalities,
making it easier to communicate complex ideas
and thoughts. Technological advancements such
as high-speed internet, smart mobile devices, and
numerous online content-sharing platforms have
been instrumental in driving this trend. These en-
able users to access, create, and consume mul-
timedia content anytime, anywhere, thereby em-
powering users to express their emotions and serv-
ing as a valuable source of information.

Video-sharing platforms like TikTok, YouTube
reels, and Instagram have gained immense pop-
ularity in recent years, hosting billions of active
users who upload substantial amounts of multime-
dia content daily, often amounting to hundreds of
hours of videos per day (McLachlan, 2022). These
platforms often allow users to add text on videos
to provide additional context, making it easier for
viewers to understand the content and message
being conveyed.

However, this transition to multimedia content
also presents challenges, particularly in informa-
tion extraction. The sheer volume and multi-modal
nature of the data make traditional text-based in-

formation extraction techniques inadequate (Rupa-
para et al., 2020). Videos may contain music, spo-
ken content, and visual elements that are not ade-
quately represented in accompanying text descrip-
tions. This can hinder users from discovering the
videos relevant to their interests, posing a chal-
lenge for search engines (Hamroun et al., 2022).
Therefore the development of an automated sum-
marization system for such multimodal content has
become a pressing need as it can significantly en-
hance the search and retrieval of relevant content
for users. These systems can extract essential in-
formation, create concise text summaries of con-
tent, and enhance the efficiency of content search
and consumption, especially in the context of mul-
timedia marketing and businesses.

Multimodality refers to the integration of vari-
ous modalities, such as text, images, videos, au-
dio, and other forms of information. It involves
the combined use of multiple sources of informa-
tion, including both verbal and non-verbal cues,
to provide a more comprehensive understanding
of the subject matter. Human cognition naturally
integrates various modalities, such as text, im-
ages, and videos, to comprehend and summarize
complex content effectively. Also, various studies
have shown that information extraction from multi-
modal content can provide rich information com-
pared to text or other uni-modal content (Wang
et al., 2022a,b). Audios and videos can provide
non-verbal cues like the tone of the speaker, fa-
cial expressions, music, sound effects, and body
language can provide additional information such
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as emotional context, emphasis on certain points,
and the mood of the speaker. These cues play
a pivotal role in conveying important details and
aspects that might not be apparent from the text
alone. While technology has enabled us to ex-
tract information from these modalities indepen-
dently, there is a noticeable gap in effectively uti-
lizing them together. This research gap primar-
ily stems from the scarcity of multimodal training
datasets, hindering progress in this field.

Automatic summarization holds a prominent po-
sition as one of the earliest and most important
topics in the field of natural language processing
(NLP). Automatic Summarization techniques are
widely used to generate concise summaries of
large-volume datasets. Such techniques can be
broadly categorized into extractive and abstractive
text summarization. Extractive summarization in-
volves selecting the essential parts of the original
content and combining them to create a concise
summary. On the other hand, Abstractive summa-
rization involves generating a summary, where the
summarized output may contain information not
part of the original input content. Abstractive sum-
marization is a complex approach as it requires the
system to understand the context and capture the
main idea of the original content.

Multimodal Summarization (MMS) systems can
also be classified on the modality of inputs and out-
puts. Researchers have recently shown a grow-
ing interest in MMS, acknowledging its significant
potential across various applications. MMS inte-
grates information from multiple modalities (text,
video, audio, etc) to generate a summary. Further-
more, the generated summary can be presented
in a multimodal format, such as a visual summary
combining video and audio elements or a text sum-
mary with relevant images. The modalities can
be categorized into two types: homogeneous and
heterogeneous. Homogeneous modalities encom-
pass similar data representations, such as video
captions and transcripts, where the underlying in-
formation is comparable. In contrast, heteroge-
neous modalities involve different datatypes with
distinct representations, such as images, text, and
audio.

In recent years considerable research efforts
have been dedicated to multimodal corpus cre-
ation and MMS for high-resource languages (Garg
et al., 2022). However, due to the inherent com-
plexity of the task and the scarcity of multimodal
datasets, no significant advancements have been
made for low-resource languages, such as Urdu.
To bridge this gap, we have created a benchmark
dataset for multimodal Urdu abstractive text sum-
marization. These efforts seek to enhance the
technology’s alignment with human cognitive pro-
cesses and its ability to handle a broader range of

linguistic and visual content, thereby addressing
the multifaceted nature of information consump-
tion in the modern era.

We make the following contributions in this pa-
per:

• We introduce a novel video dataset for Urdu
multimodal abstractive summarization,

• We conduct a comprehensive intrinsic evalu-
ation to assess dataset quality. Our dataset
surpasses existing datasets on numerous key
quality metrics.

• We perform comprehensive experiments to
set a baseline for Urdu multimodal summa-
rization, resulting in the performance improve-
ment of 2.6% in ROUGE score when integrat-
ing visual information.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we survey recent research on mul-
timodal abstractive summarization and available
multimodal datasets. Section 3 introduces our pro-
posed UrduMASD dataset. Section 4 outlines our
experimental setup and the models used. The re-
sults and discussions are presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work

In the emerging field of multi-modal summariza-
tion (MMS), initial research efforts were focused on
uni-modal data summarization, laying the ground-
work for the subsequent integration of various data
modalities into coherent summaries (Kintsch and
Kozminsky, 1977). Early work in MMS utilized rule-
based methods to preprocess individual modalities
before their integration. The Video Skim system,
for instance, stands as an early attempt at multi-
modal summarization, integrating images, text,
and audio. It employs TF-IDF for textual filtration
and uses comparative histogram analysis to dis-
tinguish scenes, enhanced by the incorporation of
camera dynamics, object detection, and text recog-
nition techniques, thus improving the accuracy of
the summarization (Smith and Kanade, 1997). Fur-
thermore, Shahraray and Gibbon (Shahraray and
Gibbon, 1995) contributed to the field by creating
pictorial video transcripts, selecting keyframes and
adding textual captions, thereby generating com-
pact multimedia summaries.

The advancements in neural networks have
transformed the multimodal summarization
paradigm, shifting it from rule-based techniques to
supervised techniques, empowering models to de-
cipher complex relationships among various input
modalities. (Li et al., 2019) proposed an extractive
MMS technique for news summarization. The
study assessed transcriptions and their associ-
ated audio signals to rank them for summarization.
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Subsequently, a neural network was employed
to acquire combined text-image representations,
guaranteeing that significant visual elements are
integrated into the summary through text-image
alignment. Recent advances in pre-trained
transformer models and transfer learning have
revolutionized machine learning, particularly for
low-resource languages. These languages can
now benefit from pre-trained models even with
limited datasets (Ullah et al., 2023). (Yu et al.,
2021) used the multilingual text-to-text pre-trained
models, mT5 (Xue et al., 2020) and mBart‘(Liu
et al., 2020), and injected visual information
into the model through attention-based add-on
layers, achieving significant performance improve-
ments. MultimodaL Article Summarization Kit
(MLASK) (Krubiński and Pecina, 2023) introduced
the MMS dataset for the Czech language and
incorporated the cross-modal interaction module
to combine visual and textual representations.
The research also leveraged pretrained models
for feature extraction in each modality. The
findings demonstrated that additional pretraining
of the text decoder substantially enhanced results,
particularly for low-resource languages.

The development of effective MMS techniques
largely depends on having access to diverse
and comprehensive datasets that contain multiple
modalities. Due to the flexible nature of MMS tasks
with a large variety of different combinations of
input and output modalities, researchers are ex-
ploring novel approaches to handle the challenges
posed by heterogeneous modalities. In this con-
text, we will focus on the Multimodal Abtractive
Text Summarization (MAS) datasets with multiple
modalities as input and abstractive text summaries
as desired outputs.

The MAS research community has introduced
a variety of datasets, with most of them featuring
text and images as input modalities and a few in-
corporating text and video as inputs. (Liu et al.,
2018) presented a corpus of 66000 samples, each
comprising a sentence, an image, and a head-
line. Chen et al. (Chen and Zhuge, 2018) ex-
tended the standard DailyMail summarization cor-
pora by extracting the images and captions from
the source documents. This augmented dataset
comprises a substantial 219, 100 samples. (Li et al.,
2020a) curated a Chinese e-commerce dataset to
provide a summary of Chinese e-commerce prod-
ucts. The dataset comprises 1.4 million instances
from Home Appliances, clothing, cases, and bags
categories, with 119, 86, and 33 product types, re-
spectively. Instances consist of product informa-
tion with images, titles, and descriptions, and high-
quality product summaries. (Sanabria et al., 2018)
compiled a dataset of instructional videos from
YouTube for the MAS task. The dataset comprises

79, 114 instructional videos with English subtitles
and human-written abstractive summaries, total-
ing 2, 000 hours. (Fu et al., 2020) introduced MM-
AVS corpus, a novel dataset for multimodal sum-
marization, combining articles, videos, and refer-
ences. Data is collected from the Daily Mail and
CNN, including titles, images, and captions. Fol-
lowing a similar approach, (Li et al., 2020b) cre-
ated a multimodal summarization dataset sourced
from Weibo. This dataset comprises articles with
textual summaries and videos with cover pictures
totaling 184, 920 samples. The majority of dataset
creation efforts have been directed towards high-
resource languages such as English and Chinese,
with comparatively limited attention given to low-
resource languages. (Liang et al., 2022) pioneered
the development of the first multilingual multi-
modal dataset, MM-SUM, with a specific focus on
low-resource languages. They expanded upon
the XL-Sum dataset (Hasan et al., 2021), orig-
inally an abstractive text summarization dataset
encompassing text article-summary pairs in 44
languages. The authors enhanced this dataset
by incorporating images from the source pages,
thereby creating a multimodal version. This ex-
tended dataset, encompassing various other low-
resource languages, includes 40, 672 Urdu text
and summary samples paired with 106, 960 associ-
ated images. The summary of the MAS datasets
is provided in Table 1.

Although multi-modal summarization has
evolved from rule-based techniques to advanced
transformer-based methods, very few datasets
have been proposed for low-resource languages.
Our proposed MAS dataset for Urdu addresses
this gap and contributes to the advancement of
MAS in Urdu.

3. UrduMASD

In this section, we develop UrduMASD: a novel
dataset designed for multimodal abstractive text
summarization1. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no publicly available dataset in Urdu that
combines video, audio, and text for the purpose
of multimodal summarization. The following sub-
sections discuss the details of our data collection
guidelines and provide comprehensive statistics
for the dataset.

3.1. Data Collection and Preprocessing
We collected videos and their corresponding de-
scriptions from Urdu news channels on YouTube.
We focused on the collection of videos that con-
sistently maintained human-written video descrip-
tions and covered a wide array of topics, including

1https://github.com/AliFaheem/UrduMASD

https://github.com/AliFaheem/UrduMASD
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Dataset Language Input Modalities Samples

MMSS (Li et al., 2018) English Text, Image 66, 000
Extended DailyMail (Chen and Zhuge, 2018) English Text, Image 219, 100
Chinese e-commerce (Li et al., 2020a) Chinese Text, Image 1, 400, 000
How2 (Sanabria et al., 2018) English Text, Video 79, 114
MM-AVS (Fu et al., 2020) English Text, Image, Video 2173
VMSMO (Li et al., 2020b) Chinese Text, Video, Image 184, 920
MLASK (Krubiński and Pecina, 2023) Czech Text, Video, Image 41, 243
MM-Sum (Liang et al., 2022) Multilingual Text, Image 40, 672

Table 1: Multimodal Abstractive Text Summarization (MAS) Datasets

sports, politics, social issues, news, and entertain-
ment. Our choice was motivated by the diversity
of content they offered.

Our data collection process included extracting
videos, their titles, and descriptions. Additionally,
we generated text transcriptions from the videos,
treating them as textual documents, while the
human-written descriptions served as summaries
for each video, as illustrated in Figure 1.

We ensured that all the collected videos had
a time duration of 10 minutes or less. Addition-
ally, we excluded videos that lacked descriptions.
Many descriptions included template-based links
and reference URLs that were not relevant to our
task. To make the data cleaner and relevant, we
systematically removed such links and hashtags
using regular expressions.

To obtain the text transcriptions, we employed
the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) model
for Urdu (ihanif/whisper-medium-urdu2). This
choice was driven by the sheer volume of the
videos in our dataset, making manual transcrip-
tions expensive and time-consuming. This ASR
model reported a word error rate of 26.9 for Urdu,
indicating its suitability for our language of inter-
est. However, many modern ASR systems have a
limitation of hallucination where it occasionally re-
peats the same words or phrases in transcriptions.
While this introduces redundancy, it does not miss
the text. We addressed this in the preprocessing
phase by systematically removing such repeated
patterns from the transcribed text.

The video transcriptions also contained some
traces of English, as in informal settings, English
and Urdu are spoken interchangeably. Addition-
ally, some words are common between Urdu and
English, which occasionally results in mixed lan-
guage transcriptions. We opted to retain these
traces as they were but removed the instances
where the majority of the text was in another lan-
guage. We checked all the transcriptions using

2https://huggingface.co/ihanif/
whisper-medium-urdu

langdetect3 python library.

3.2. Dataset Statistics
Our dataset consists of a set of 15, 374 composed
of videos, titles, transcripts, and their correspond-
ing text summaries. On average, the length of the
transcriptions is 282.5 words, while the summaries
average 32.9 words. We compared these statis-
tics with benchmark English datasets and text-
based Urdu datasets, as presented in Table 2. Our
dataset provides notably extensive average sum-
mary length producing comprehensive summaries
for Urdu.

The dataset has been partitioned into training,
validation, and test sets with sizes of 11, 684, 615,
and 3, 075, respectively. These partitions corre-
spond to aggregate video lengths of 606 hours for
training, 33 hours for validation, and 158 hours for
testing. Each video in the dataset has a duration of
10 minutes or less, with the majority falling within
the range of 100 to 200 seconds. Figure 2 illus-
trates the distribution of video duration.

3.3. Intrinsic Evaluation of Dataset
The training dataset serves as the foundation for
constructing the robust machine-learning model.
To assess the quality of the dataset, we employed
the following four intrinsic metrics: Abstractivity,
Compression, Redundancy, and Semantic Coher-
ence.

Abstractivity quantifies the degree of abstrac-
tion in the summary by computing the ratio of the
length of the longest common sequence (LCS) be-
tween the document (transcriptions) and the sum-
mary (description).

ABS = 1− LCS(document, summary)
|summary| (1)

Compression measures the reduction in con-
tent at the word level, where |s| represents the
number of words in sequence s.

3https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/

https://huggingface.co/ihanif/whisper-medium-urdu
https://huggingface.co/ihanif/whisper-medium-urdu
https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/
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Title 
  رُس ےتڑپ دنام ےک بابر ،یقیسوم نوتشپ

 
 

 
Pashton Music, The declining sounds of Rubab 

Transcription 
  

 ےس راٹگ بابربر یقیسم لِاع ےلاو ےنلاہک هاش نیش اک یقیسم ںوتشپ
 قرف حضاو ںیم لکش روا زاوآ یک ںونود نکیل ےہ یقیسم یلآ اتلج اتلم
 سیئاب بابراک سئاس ےڑب ںیہ یتوہ ںیمسق نیت یک بابر۔ےہ اتاج ایاپ

 ےک بابر ںیم ںوود ہکبج ےہ اتوہ لمتشم رپ ںورات ےڑب روا ےٹوھچ
 رھپ روا اگل اھچا تہب ےھجم اناجب بابر اک سا ےھت ےئارہام کیا
 یک بابر یلاو یناج ب زد ںیم اوہ ادیپ قوش اک ےنھکیس یھب ےھجم
 یہر یترک ادا رادرک مہا ںیم تیلوبقم یک ساس سا ںیلفحم یماوع ہی
 ربارب ےک ےنوہ ہن تامارگورپ ہی ےس ہصرع ھچک کت شزگ نکیل ںیہ
 ںونادخیرات ساب ےہ لصاح تیثیح یزکرر ےس ہجو یسا دیاش روا ےہ
 هو روا راب یلہپ ےس بس ادتبا یک بابرنیم ایشیا یبونج ہک ےہ انہک اک
 زاس سا ےن سج روہشم اک ناتسکاپ روا ایڈنا وج یھب ینزغ قیفر یھب
 ےروپ ےرامہ وک سا ےس ںیم زاس ےک ںورات فلتخم ایک لامعتسا وک
 ےک گیزیم پاپ ےس ہصشداب اک قوف ہکلب اک ںوزاس سا ںیم نجیر
 ںیم ںوقلاع نوتشپ ثعاب ےک یدنسپ درش روا ناحجر ےئوہ ےتھڑب
 ںونیزاس ےسیا ےس ہجو یک یملع لا ےس تفاقس ینپا یک ںونوتشاور
 کیا انلا ںیم رس وک بابر کعلاطم ےک یقیسم یتوہ مودعم تیلوبقم یک
 ںورات ےڑب وک سا ںیہ ےتوہ رات ےٹوھچ وج ںیم سا ےہ لمع کفٹنئاس
 یھب نف لکشم کیا ہی ہک ےہ ہجو یہی دیاش روا ےہ اتڑپ انڑوج ےس
 .ےہ اتاج اھجمس

 

 
 
Known as the Shin Shah of Pashto music, he is an expert 
musician in both the rabab and guitar. However, there is 
a clear distinction in their sound and appearance. The 
rabab comes in three types: the large-sized Saissorbab, 
the 21-string Carbab, and the smaller one with both big 
and small strings. Inspired by the mastery of a rabab 
player, I developed a keen interest in learning to play the 
rabab. These public gatherings featuring the Dz Rabab 
have played a significant role in enhancing its popularity. 
However, for some time now, such programs have 
dwindled, possibly contributing to its diminishing 
presence. Historians claim that the origin of the rabab in 
South Asia is attributed to Rafeeq Ghazni, who used this 
instrument in India and Pakistan. Among various string 
instruments, it has gained immense recognition not just 
in our region, but has seen an increase in its popularity 
worldwide, primarily due to its unique sound and charm. 
In the Pashtun regions, it has a deep connection to their 
cultural heritage, and people admire it because of its 
unexplored musical qualities. Learning to play the rabab 
is an intricate process; it involves connecting small strings 
to larger ones, which may be why it's considered a 
challenging art 

 
Summary (Description) 
 

 ثعاب ےک یدنسپ تدش روا ناجحر ےئوہ ےتھڑب ےک کزویم پاپ
 وہ مک لامعتسا اک یقیسوم تلاآ یتیاور ےسیج بابر ںیم ںوقلاع نوتشپ

۔ےہ اہر  

 
 
 
Due to the increasing popularity of pop music and a 
preference for intensity, the use of traditional musical 
instruments like the rabab is diminishing in Pashtun 
regions. 

 

Figure 1: An illustrative example of UrduMASD showcasing a compilation of instructional videos accom-
panied by titles, transcriptions, and concise summaries.

Dataset Total Docs Input Modality Language Avg Doc Length Avg Sum Length

CNN 92, 539 Text En 760.50 45.70
DailyMail 219, 506 Text En 653.33 54.65
XSum 226, 711 Text En 431.07 23.26

How2 79, 114 Text+audio+video En 282.57 32.99
UrduMASD 15, 374 Text+audio+video Ur 363.14 50.92

Table 2: Comparison of UrduMASD with other benchmark abstractive summarization datasets

CMP = 1− |summary|
|document| (2)

Redundancy is determined by averaging the
ROUGE-L score across all unique sentence pairs

in the summary. Here x and y represent the sen-
tences in the summary.

RED = max
(x,y)∈si×si,x ̸=y

ROUGE-L(x, y) (3)
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Figure 2: Distribution of video duration

semantic coherence measures the coherence
in the semantic relation of consecutive sentences
in the summary.

SC =

|qj |∑
j=2

mBERT (qj |qj−1)

|sentences| − 1
(4)

We used pre-trained multilingual BERT from
HuggingFace (bert-base-multilingual-uncased4)
to measure the probability of the next sentence
qj given the previous sentence qj−1 using all the
consecutive sentence pairs in the multi-sentence
summaries.

Table 3 provides the intrinsic evaluation of the
UrduMASD, with a comparison to How2, the
widely recognized English multimodal summariza-
tion dataset. How2 is a benchmark large-scale
benchmark dataset that comprises both videos
and descriptions. Notably, UrduMASD exhibits
very high abstractivity and low redundancy scores,
which are highly favorable attributes for an abstrac-
tive summarization dataset. The compression rate
in UrduMASD is comparable to that of the How2
dataset. However, there was a notable decline in
the semantic coherence scores. Further investiga-
tion revealed that this decrease is linked to limi-
tations in the multilingual BERT model’s compre-
hension of Urdu text. Testing the semantic coher-
ence of well-written Urdu news articles produced
a score of 0.75, highlighting the constraints of mul-
tilingual models for Urdu understanding.

4. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the quality of UrduMASD for the ab-
stractive video summarization task and to present

4https://huggingface.co/
bert-base-multilingual-cased

Dataset ABS CMP RED SC

How2 0.479 0.858 0.187 0.949
UrduMASD 0.958 0.732 0.111 0.527

Table 3: Intrinsic Evaluation of UrduMASD and
How2 Datasets: ABS (Abstractivity), CMP (Com-
pression), RED (Redundancy), and SC (Semantic
Coherence)

a robust baseline, we conducted thorough experi-
ments across various settings. In this section, we
present the baseline models and the experimental
design.

4.1. Models
In this section, we present the models employed in
our work. We selected these pre-trained models
for their capacity to perform transfer learning and
adapt to low-resource summarization tasks.

4.1.1. mT5

mT5, a multilingual extension of the T5 (Text-to-
Text Transfer Transformer) model, is trained on the
mC4 (Multilingual Common Crawl Categorization
Corpus) dataset. The mC4 dataset is a vast collec-
tion of text data from web pages in 101 diverse lan-
guages, including Urdu. mT5 is known for its trans-
fer learning capabilities, making it a suitable choice
for generating video summaries, particularly in the
case of low-resource languages like Urdu with lim-
ited training data.

4.1.2. MLASK

We used the architecture presented in
MLASK (Krubiński and Pecina, 2023) to set
the baseline for multimodal summarization. It em-
ploys a Transformer-based text encoder to convert
input text into token embeddings. The model’s
weights are initialized with the pre-trained mT5
model, which is then fine-tuned for the specific
task of text-to-text summarization. For processing
video data, a 3D ResNeXt-101 model is employed
to extract 2048-dimensional feature represen-
tations from non-overlapping sequences of 16
frames. These features are further processed
using a Transformer encoder to capture long-term
temporal dependencies. The model employs
multi-head attention mechanisms for fusing visual
and textual information. Through a combination
of attention-based fusion and the use of a forget
gate mechanism, the model effectively combines
textual and visual inputs, enhancing the overall
representation. The resulting representations
guide the model in generating textual summaries.

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-cased
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-cased
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Modality Model Input ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

Text mT5-small Transcripts 23.91 5.59 17.01
mT5-base 22.12 4.80 15.96

Text mT5-small Transcripts + Image Captions 26.89 8.00 19.69
mT5-base 23.27 6.10 17.03

Multimodal MLASK Transcripts+Video 23.86 6.34 17.40

Table 4: ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L evaluation scores of mT5-small, mT5-base, and MLASK
on different experimental settings

4.2. Experimental design
In our experimental setup for abstractive video
summarization, we employed three different input
configurations to assess the impact of visual in-
formation. The first configuration utilized only au-
dio transcriptions as input, providing the initial re-
sults for the text-based features. We finetuned pre-
trained mT5-small and mT5-base for the summa-
rization task.

In the second configuration, we enhanced the
input by integrating visual data with transcriptions.
We selected distinct frames from the video and em-
ployed ‘blip-image-captioning-base’5 model, a pre-
trained image captioning model that uses a multi-
modal mixture of Encoder-Decoder (MED), to gen-
erate English image captions that described the
frame’s content and actions. Since there is no
equivalent model for Urdu, we translated these
English captions into Urdu using the ‘opus-mt-en-
ur’6 English to Urdu pretrained machine transla-
tion model. This homogeneous feature format al-
lowed easy concatenation of image captions with
the transcriptions, providing additional context to
the model. We fine-tuned both mT5-small and mt5-
base variants in this setting. In the third setting,
we employed the MLASK model, which combines
both the text transcripts and video features using
multi-head attention to merge these elements, cre-
ating a comprehensive input for the summarization
process.

These experiments were designed to assess
how various input features influence the accuracy
of the generated summary.

5. Results and Discussion

Table 4 presents the ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and
ROUGE-L scores for various input modalities.
When utilizing only audio transcriptions as input,
the model achieved ROUGE scores of 23.91, 5.59,

5https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/
blip-image-captioning-base

6https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/
opus-mt-en-ur

and 17.01 for ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-
L, respectively. Similarly, under the same con-
ditions, the use of the mt5-base model resulted
in scores of 22.12, 4.80, and 15.96, respectively.
These scores served as the baseline for assess-
ing the impact of incorporating visual information
on the outcomes.

The introduction of visual information by con-
catenating it with the transcriptions brought
about a notable enhancement in ROUGE scores.
Additionally, there were improvements in the
ROUGE scores when employing multi-modal fu-
sion through the MLASK model. However, these
improvements were less pronounced when com-
pared to using homogeneous text-based features.
The superior performance of text-based features
is largely due to the more robust training of
text-based models compared to MLASK. For the
MLASK model, the performance metrics achieved
23.86, 6.34, and 17.40 for ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2,
and ROUGE-L, respectively.

These results highlight the impactful role of vi-
sual information in improving the summary qual-
ity, whether through image captions or vector-
based video features. Furthermore, the current
pre-trained models for Urdu generation perform
more effectively when utilizing text input compared
to complex feature fusion approaches.

6. Conclusion

We introduced the first dataset for Urdu abstrac-
tive text summarization for videos, paving the way
for further research and advancements in this do-
main. Through a rigorous evaluation process, we
substantiated the notion that the inclusion of visual
information in the input significantly enhances the
quality of the generated summaries. This work can
be further extended by pretraining the mT5 model
for the Urdu generation task as well as exploring
more techniques for multimodal feature fusion.

https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/blip-image-captioning-base
https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/blip-image-captioning-base
https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-en-ur
https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-en-ur
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Limitations

This study acknowledges several limitations.
Firstly, the performance of out-of-the-box lan-
guage models (mT5) for Urdu raises concerns,
with the potential for improvement through dedi-
cated pretraining for the language. Additionally,
due to computational constraints, a limited variety
of mT5 variants were explored. Furthermore, the
MLASK model was trained for 10 epochs, offering
room for enhanced results with extended training.
Addressing these limitations in future research
promises to unlock the full potential of multimodal
abstractive text summarization, particularly in the
Urdu language.

Dataset Availability

The dataset will be shared upon request, subject
to signing the data sharing agreement, with the un-
derstanding that it will be used exclusively for re-
search purposes.
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